
SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE∗ 
October 4, 1991 

Minutes 
 
 
PRESENT: Irwin Rubenstein, John Basgen, Eric Klinger, Sara Evans, Mark Brenner, Paul Sackett, 

Kenneth Reid, Danita Carlson, Dan Sargent, Albert Yonas, Winifred Schumi for Tony 
Potami 

 
ABSENT:   Robert Jones, Essie Kariv-Miller, Jonathan Wirtschafter, Signe Betsinger, N. L. Gault, 

Nick LaFontaine 
 
 
The minutes of the last meeting were approved. 
 
 Dr. Walter Weyhmann, Acting Dean of the Graduate School, came before the committee to 
review the past history of funding for the Graduate Research Advisory Committee (GRAC) and to seek 
endorsement for the proposed request for supplemental funding of the Grant-in-aid Program. 
 
 Dr. Weyhmann informed the committee that GRAC is a program in the Graduate School which 
supports faculty research.  Approximately 1/2 of the funds are spent on graduate student stipends.  The 
primary emphasis is faculty research, vitality, and scholarship.  The Grant-in-aid of the Research, 
Artistry, and Scholarship Program is a primary source of funding for newly-appointed faculty and 
established faculty when funding lapses occur.  The program is a major funding source for faculty in the 
humanities and the arts. 
 
 The program has faced a shortage of funding at various times during the past five years.  This 
year it is facing a shortage of approximately $300,000. 
 
 Dr. Weyhmann walked the committee through the data which documented a five-year history of 
the funding of the Grant-in-aid Program. 
 
 Dr. Weyhmann pointed out that the Medical/Cancer Research Fund is a state special component 
of the Health Sciences specials.  This fund was not vetoed by the Governor; the General Research Fund 
was vetoed by the Governor and will not exist in 1992-93 unless the University gets that funding restored; 
the Research Support Funds are provided as an allocation out of the ICR Funds; not shown is the Patent 
Trust Fund which are funds from trust funds derived from patents.  That funds generates approximately 
$35,000 a year.  The program will not receive funds from this source because of the freeze of the 
Temporary Investment Pool (TIP) funds. 
 
 There are two major rounds of funding by the grant program each year, one in the fall and one in 
the spring.  In 1991-92 the  committee awarded approximately $1.6 million in grants.  The committee is 
expecting to make grants of over $700,000 in the fall round.  Since there is approximately $400,000 
remaining, the program is short about $300,000. 
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 The data from the next five years indicate small increases in the number of requests and the 
number of funded proposals.  The biggest effect is in the size of the grants; between last year and the 
current year the size of the funded proposals jumped by 20%.  The number of requests for grants below 
$9,000 have diminished.  Most requests are primarily at $9,000 - which is the stipend for one RA. 
 
 Dr. Weyhmann stated that there is a request in the Vice President for Academic Affairs Office to 
allocate an additional $300,000 to the fund this current year and to continue to increase the funds by 
$300,000 each year for four years. 
 
 Professor Rubenstein noted that under the University's $58 million reallocation plan, a $500,000 
item was designated for research initiatives by the Special System-Wide Initiative Funds and that 
$300,000 has been preliminarily budgeted for the Grant-in-aid Program. 
 
 Professor Rubenstein asked for a motion.  The committee unanimously voted that the chair send a 
letter of support regarding the 1992 funding for the Graduate School Research Fund and request $300,000 
of additional funding for the Grant-in-aid Program.  Professor Rubenstein will write the letter and forward 
it to Dr. Jim Infante, Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
 
 Professor Mark Brenner brought before the committee for continued discussion the working draft 
of the policy dealing with misconduct in research and scholarly activities. 
 
 Professor Brenner informed the committee that there is a need for consultation with a number of 
groups to discuss the document.  They include the Attorney's Office, Dean Stein, members of the P&A 
group, Civil Service, Deans, Coordinate Campuses, and the Faculty Consultative Committee.  Professor 
Brenner indicated that input from those groups will be included in the final draft. 
 
 The Research Committee recommended a number of changes that will be incorporated into the 
document. 
 
 Professor Brenner stated that the Attorney's Office has indicated that the description of conflicts 
of interest may be so stringent that it will be impossible for any dean ever to serve as the senior 
administrator.  Professor Brenner will meet with the Deans to discuss this statement and anticipates that 
this issue will be  resolved at that meeting. 
 
 Professor Brenner will come back to this committee with the final draft before going to the FCC.  
The tentative timeline suggests that by December there will be a revised interim policy; by February it 
will go before the Senate, and to the Regents for information in March and action in April. 
 
 The next meeting of the Research Committee will be November 13, 1991, 3:00 - 4:30, 238 
Morrill Hall. 
 
 The committee will meet on December 4, 3:00 - 4:30, 238 Morrill Hall.  Dr. Jim Infante will 
discuss Indirect Cost Recovery Funds.   
 
    -- Vickie Courtney 
 
University of Minnesota 


